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1. Introduction

There is a great need for the development of imaging and sensing technologies that can diagnose small, early stage pathologies deep within tissue. While a range of medical imaging modalities hold promise, none is perfect as many suffer from low sensitivity, poor resolution, high complexity/cost, or use of ionizing radiation. [1] Optical imaging and fluorescent labeling, in particular, have revolutionized cell biology, but direct imaging in deep tissue is limited by high optical scattering of both excitation and emission [2,3]. Conversely, less sensitive approaches such as ultrasound offer excellent penetration, but often poor contrast that relies on differences in mechanical properties within tissues. Combining optical excitation and acoustic detection, photoacoustic (PA) imaging is particularly promising, as optically generated acoustic waves are less susceptible to scattering and are readily detected with ultrasonic transducers [4–8]. Many endogenous agents such as blood produce strong photoacoustic signals, enabling natural contrast for imaging vasculature, but these and other natural absorbers simultaneously limit deep tissue and small pathology imaging, especially in the presence of blood.

PA signals result from pulsed optical excitation of strongly absorbing species that undergo efficient non-radiative decay [7,9]. Such rapid deposition of energy in the surrounding tissue generates an acoustic signal that can be detected with ultrasonic transducer arrays to image the location of optical contrast agent. While strongly absorbing dyes such as methylene blue and indocyanine green have been used to label and recover PA signals from sentinel lymph nodes, for example [10–12], high dye concentrations must be achieved at the site of the pathology of interest so that multispectral or other photoacoustic imaging approaches can be used to visualize signals in the presence of high background, in vivo. To circumvent the need for high injected dye concentrations and to provide potential targeting opportunities, non-degradable noble-metal nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes have been explored as PA contrast agents [5,13–19]. Whether using high concentration dyes or nanoparticles as contrast agents, both acute and long-term toxicity concerns need to be addressed [20–22], as only rarely are these particles clearable [23].

Although stronger signals are always beneficial, background suppression can even more drastically improve sensitivity to smaller and deeper pathologies in both biological and medical imaging. Initially demonstrated in fluorescence imaging [24–27], dual-laser mediated background suppression techniques using molecule-specific dark state populations, drastically improve imaging sensitivity and offer promise for multimodal detection in high background. Recently applied to PA
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detection using heavily averaged pulse trains from non-emissive methylene blue [28] and voxel-by-voxel stimulated emission depletion [25] from strong fluorophores in phantoms [29,30], modulated PA detection has been demonstrated, but to date has required saturating intensities and long acquisition times. Herein, we develop and utilize the first optically modulatable multimodal contrast agent – rose bengal-doped silica nanoparticles for drastically improved contrast in PA signal recovery from two laser pulses with images being directly acquired with array detectors. Such rapid image acquisition benefits from the vast sensitivity improvement rose bengal offers in fluorescence detection [24]. While various nanoparticle/dye formulations are feasible, the high charge on rose bengal makes silica nanoparticles an excellent vehicle to obtain high dye concentrations and biodegradability [31]. Most importantly, rose bengal-doped silica nanoparticles completely suppress photoacoustic signal from blood and background tissue to directly recover modulated photoacoustic (mPA) signals from nanoparticles within whole blood and deep within tissue, in near real time.

Highly successful in suppressing background in fluorescence imaging, Synchronously Amplified Fluorescence Image Recovery (SAFIRE) utilizes pump and probe excitations to modulate ground and intermediate state populations [24,32,33]. Because intermediate states have lifetimes of at least several microseconds and have distinct absorption spectra, the pump laser prepares the intermediate state population while the delayed, long-wavelength probe laser excites the prepared intermediate state to regenerate the ground state of the fluorescent manifold, thereby dynamically increasing fluorescence. Because such optical gating of fluorescence results from optically controlling the ground and intermediate state dye populations, optical contrast in photoacoustic imaging can be analogously produced, with long-wavelength secondary-induced PA signals arising only if preceded by pump laser excitation. Thus, the same pump-probe process should enable Synchronously Amplified Photoacoustic Image Recovery (SAPHIRE) to remove all non-gated PA signals of endogenous chromophores and to produce background-free PA images. While all photoacoustic contrast agents, endogenous or exogenous, strongly absorb pump laser excitation from their ground states with rapid non-radioactive relaxation, optically modulatable (OM) PA dyes instead efficiently generate long-lived intermediate states that can be subsequently excited at a longer wavelength. Although endogenous chromophores generate PA signals from both pump and probe excitations [34], their probe-excited PA signals are independent of prior pump excitation. Modulatable dye PA signals from probe excitation, however, must be optically gated by prior pump excitation to first produce long-lived intermediate states. It is these long-lived states that absorb and produce PA signals under subsequent long-wavelength excitation, but not without prior pump excitation to prepare the intermediate state. Thus, because mPA signals are only generated when probe excitation is gated by pump excitation, operationally, mPA signals should follow the logic: (IF pump) AND probe. PA signal from blood, however, follows the logic of (pump OR probe). This linearity in blood signals enables subtraction of blood PA background from the nonlinear pump + probe images to yield background-suppressed mPA contrast (Fig. 1).

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Modulated RB-SiO₂-NP synthesis and characterization

To create modulatable photoacoustic (mPA) contrast agents for detection in blood-laden background, we increased local modulatable dye concentration through rose bengal (RB) incorporation in (biodegradable) ~100-nm silica nanoparticles, using a capped mesoporous silica synthesis [35]. Briefly, 200 mg of CTAB (cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide) was dissolved in 95 mL of DI water. 0.8 mL of RB (5 mg/mL) and 0.7 mL of 2 M sodium hydroxide were added to the solution. The reaction was heated to 80 °C and allowed to stabilize for ~ 1 h, after which 1 mL of TEOS was added under constant stirring. After 2 h, another 1 mL aliquot of TEOS was added dropwise to limit formation of additional silica seeds. The reaction was allowed to proceed for another hour. Particles were centrifuged and washed three times to remove unreacted dye and suspended in water. Rose bengal-doped silica nanoparticle (RB-SiO₂-NP) size was confirmed via TEM (Fig. 2a). UV-vis measurements of RB absorption coupled with measured nanoparticle particle densities reveal a per-particle RB concentration of ~ 5 mM. Upon absorption at 532 nm, rose bengal efficiently populates its triplet state with a > 90 % quantum yield and weak fluorescence. As both fluorescence modulation and PA modulation rely on optically controlling intermediate state populations, modulated particle fluorescence was characterized optically as a surrogate for initial photoacoustic response. RB-SiO₂-NP optical modulation was performed with pulsed 532 nm pump excitation to prepare the intermediate state, followed by continuous wave 830 nm (probe) that excites the lowest lying triplet (intermediate state, T₁, see Fig. 1) to excited triplet states with some small fraction of reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) to regenerate the emissive singlet state. While the majority of triplet-triplet excitations decay nonradiatively to repopulate T₁, this probe process produces a small amount of optically activated delayed fluorescence (OADF) at ~ 590 nm that is readily detected [36]. Modulation depth, defined as the normalized difference in fluorescence with both pump and probe relative to that generated by pump alone (no fluorescence is observed with probe only), was measured to be ~ 40 %. The OADF decay (Fig. 2b) is a direct measurement of the intermediate state lifetime, and for RB-SiO₂-NPs this lifetime is ~ 20 μs – long enough to measure the optically gated probe PA signal while temporally separating it from the pump-induced PA signal. Longer pump-probe delays generate SAPHIRE signals that are reduced similarly to fluorescence decay shown in Fig. 2b, with the largest SAPHIRE signal resulting from the shortest possible distinguishable pump-probe delay. Because pump-only and probe-only signals are subtracted from the nonlinear pump + probe signal, background-free SAPHIRE from mPA nanoparticles can be performed at short, ~ 200 ns delays to simultaneously maximize modulated photoacoustic signal and reject photoacoustic background signal.

2.2. Modulated PA signal recovery from RB-SiO₂-NPs within whole blood

Pulsed pump excitation at 532 nm (~ 10 ns, 10 mJ/cm² per pulse) generates strong PA signals from both blood and RB-SiO₂-NPs. Pulsed probe excitation at 1064 nm (~ 10 ns, 10 mJ/cm² per pulse) also generates PA signals from blood, but no PA signals from RB-SiO₂-NPs are produced unless it is pre-illuminated at 532 nm. Such optical preparation of the intermediate state enables simple subtraction of 1064 nm generated signals with and without 532 nm pre-illumination to selectively recover PA signals from RB-SiO₂-NPs (Fig. 1). To assay detection of RB-SiO₂-NPs via photoacoustic imaging (SAPHIRE), we constructed tissue mimicking phantoms with several inclusions. The bulk material was composed of tissue-mimicking synthetic rubber (Hummic Medical #5 gel) mixed with 2 % silica powder to provide ultrasound scattering. Within the larger phantom body were placed three cylindrical inclusions – one containing only RB-SiO₂-NPs, another one red blood cells only, and the third inclusion containing mixture of red blood cells and RB-SiO₂-NPs. The inclusions were constructed by using tissue mimicking alginate in which nanoparticle suspensions and/or red blood cells were mixed with 10 %wt sodium alginate solution in a 1:1 vol ratio and poured into a template. Crosslinking occurs by submerging the templated solution in a calcium-containing aqueous solution (CaCl₂) for 10 min, after which the template can be removed and physically inserted into the larger bulk synthetic tissue phantom. Phantom (Fig. 3A) was imaged using ultrasound (US) and photoacoustic imaging system based on a research-grade commercial ultrasound imaging system (Vantage 128, Verasonics, Inc.) interfaced with two nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG lasers operating at 532 nm and 1064 nm wavelengths (Tempest and Gemini PIV, both from New Wave
Research). An ultrasound transducer array operating at 8 MHz center frequency was used for ultrasound B-scan imaging (Fig. 3B) and to record PA signals. For PA imaging, the two optical beams from two lasers were spatially combined on a dichroic mirror and passed through a diffusion before impinging on the phantom, which was submerged in a water tank to provide ultrasonic coupling with the ultrasound transducer. Optical illumination was normal to the US imaging plane (Fig. 3B). Software was written to perform image subtraction and SAPhIRe image recovery in real time, allowing for SAPhIRe images to be acquired and processed to produce background-free PA images of optically modulatable nanoparticles within tissue.

Fig. 1. SAPhIRe imaging paradigm. The diagram illustrates the different photophysical states affected by (A) pump laser pulse (532 nm, green) and probe laser pulse (1064 nm, red) in (B) optically modulatable photoacoustic (mPA) contrast agents versus (C) blood. The imaging sequence consisting of pump-probe, pump, and probe laser pulses results in (D) PA images that can be acquired and processed to produce background-free PA images of optically modulatable nanoparticles within tissue.

Fig. 2. (A) TEM image of as synthesized rose bengal loaded silica nanoparticles, RB-SiO₂-NPs (diameter = 95 ± 14 nm). (B) OADF decay of RB-SiO₂-NPs upon probe illumination with green arrow indicating time of pump pulse and red arrow showing the probe pulse after user-controlled delay. Exponential fit of the OADF decay indicates an intermediate state lifetime of ~20 μs.
the 1064 nm irradiation regardless of initial excitation by 532 nm (i.e. 532 nm OR 1064 nm), enabling direct subtraction of pump-induced and probe-induced PA images from pump + probe-induced PA images to nearly perfectly eliminate PA signals from red blood cells while retaining the signal from optically modulatable RB-SiO2-NPs. Thus, the hemoglobin in blood cells also serves as a control showing that SAPhIRe signals are only observed with specific mPA contrast agents.

2.3. SAPhIRe contrast from within muscle tissue

To demonstrate the potential of SAPhIRe, even while using poorly penetrating 532 nm pump laser light, ex vivo small animal imaging experiment was performed. We intramuscularly injected 50 μL of aqueous or glycerol solutions of RB-SiO2-NPs into the left hamstrings of a rat. Hair was removed but skin was intact. Rodent was illuminated and imaged from opposite sides, with the US transducer lateral and the optical excitation impinging on the medial surface. The bolus was injected at an approximate depth of 9 mm, the same distance that the light had to traverse to reach it. Because RB-SiO2-NPs are fluorescent, the location of bolus injection is clearly discernable via fluorescence (Fig. 4A) confirming the injection. As expected, ultrasound image (Fig. 4B), rendered with logarithmic compression and displayed using 40 dB dynamic range, shows the anatomical landmarks of the imaged tissue but cannot reliably distinguish the injected bolus of RB-SiO2-NPs. In contrast, photoacoustic SAPhIRe image (Fig. 4C, 32 dB dynamic range with below-range signals mapped transparently for color data) clearly show the location of RB-SiO2-NPs. Strong PA signals dominate the component images (Fig. 4D-F, 32 dB) where the light enters the tissue, as expected with intact skin, and from red blood cells within the tissue. Despite the strong subsurface fluorescence effects and PA signals from tissue, the bolus injection is readily apparent in the composite SAPhIRe image, as background PA is nearly completely suppressed. The injection trajectory, from the US image perspective, was directed upward, arriving from below – so expected trace signal is observed in SAPhIRe from contrast agent that leaked out through the injection tract. PA signal is absent on the left sides of PA images in Fig. 4D–F as this region was not illuminated with either laser beams. As SAPhIRe sensitivity gains result from background rejection, we estimate ~20-fold improvement in signal visibility over conventional PA imaging, consistent with fluorescence modulation signal gains. [26] Further, although detection limits are difficult to estimate without targeting, imaging the injected 50 μL RB@SiO2 NP solution (6.8 × 10¹³ NPs/mL, 7 mM RB/ NP, ~95 nm diameter) resulted in a sufficiently high SAPhIRe signal contrast that we expect to be able to decrease injected contrast agent levels by at least 280-fold without lowering the detection window floor. Despite very strong contrast, the optical fluences employed were far below ANSI limits. The incident 532 nm pump radiation was 3 mJ/cm², while the 1064 nm probe fluence was 7 mJ/cm². This implies we would have been able to successfully detect far lower concentrations of particles, because, the signal strength here is already very high, and if needed, we are able to increase the laser intensity by a factor of ~7 and ~15 before exceeding ANSI limits [37].

3. Conclusion

Modulated photoacoustic excitation of optically modulatable nanoparticles enables deep-penetrating, high contrast and sensitivity, background-free photoacoustic imaging. We have presented a real time background rejection paradigm for PA imaging with significant signal enhancements over background. Compared with standard single-laser photoacoustic detection, endogenous chromophore signals and subsurface fluorescence effects are entirely suppressed. Although spectroscopic PA can achieve this, in practice the number of PA acquisitions required for spectral unmixing can be problematic regarding motion artifacts.
and background contrast agent signals should be of similar strengths. SAPhIRe achieves nearly complete suppression of unwanted signal with only two wavelengths and three RF acquisitions. RB-SiO2-NPs not only allow for background suppression in photoacoustic imaging but also offer a path to a dual imaging modality of modulated photoacoustic and fluorescence imaging (SAFIRe). Further SAPhIRe/SAFIRe techniques can be used to distinguish among several probes simultaneously based on dark state lifetimes and mapping time decays of modulatable PA and fluorescence signatures.
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Fig. 4. Ex vivo imaging results. A) Fluorescent image of animal with bolus injection of RB-SiO2-NPs. B) Post-injection ultrasound image (40 dB). Retrospectively, the bolus is visible as an oblong hyperchoic region. C) SAPhIRe overlay (32 dB): the bolus (hyperchoic US region) and SAPhIRe spatially overlap. SAPhIRe signal is also present along the trajectory of the injection needle introduced from the bottom. Illumination traversed approximately 9 mm of tissue to reach the bolus. D) PA overlay using both pump and probe excitations. E) PA overlay using pump excitation. F) PA overlay using probe excitation. All PA images are displayed using 32 dB dynamic range. The US, SAPhIRe and PA images are 16 mm by 38 mm.
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